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ABSTRACT 

 

 The open source code base has increased enormously and hence understanding the 

functionality of the projects has become extremely difficult. The existing approaches of 

feature discovery that aim to identify functionality are typically semi-automatic and often 

require human intervention. In this thesis, an innovative framework is proposed for automatic 

discovery of features and the respective components for any open source 

project dynamically using Machine Learning. The overall goal of the approach is to create 

an automated and scalable model which produces accurate results. 

  The initial step is to extract the meta-data and perform pre-processing. The next step is 

to dynamically discover topics using Latent Dirichlet Allocation and to form components 

optimally using K-Means. The final step is to discover the features implemented in the 

components using Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency algorithm. This framework 

is implemented in Spark that is a fast and parallel processing engine for big data 

analytics. ArchStudio tool is used to visualize the features to class mapping functionality. As a 

case study, Apache Solr and Apache Hadoop HDFS are used to illustrate the automatic 

discovery of components and features. We demonstrated the scalabilty and the accuracy of our 

proposed model compared with a manual evaluation by software architecture experts as a 

baseline. The accuracy is 85% when compared with the manual evaluation of Apache Solr.  In 
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addition, many new features were discovered for both the case studies through the automated 

framework. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

 This chapter describes about the existing problem and the motivation for the research in 

section 1.2. The next section 1.3 gives the problem statement and section 1.4 describes the 

proposed solution for the problem statement. This chapter gives the high level introduction for 

the thesis research. 

1.2 Motivation 

As the open source code repositories are increasing day by day, there are a lot of good 

quality source code which is available. The repositories, projects, users in open source area are 

predominantly increasing. Table 1 shows the number of users and projects [10] in few of the 

open source projects. The open source has been there for the past two decades, but there is an 

increase in the involvement of people and companies for open source in the current decade. 

Open source is one of the main places to search for projects which can be reused. As the number 

of software developers is increasing day by day, the tactic is how to be smart in writing code by 

reusing the existing code and getting things done in a short period of time.  

Table 1: Statistics of open source repositories. 

Name Users Projects 

GitHub 10,600,000 26,200,000 

Source Forge 3,400,000+ 324,000 

Launchpad 2,145,02 32,699 
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  Having code written in open source is becoming a more common process and a standard 

across software developers, who are developing projects in open source. And as a developer, 

understanding and reusing a code base is very important. With that said, maintaining a set of 

rules and guidelines for an open source code base will result in a reusable code base and a high 

quality project.  

   As analyzing and understanding the code written by others is not a simple task, the 

software developer’s assumption is that writing code for the requirement is better than analyzing 

the existing code. Lack of analytical tools is the reason behind this. Even though the software 

developers want to re-use the code, the time taken to analyze the code is much more than writing 

new code. Another harder task is to find the part of the project that has the functionality which 

the software developer is looking for. If the selected open source is a huge project, the software 

developer needs to spend a lot of time to identify the module in which the code is written. As 

the open source code base is huge, the same functionality can be implemented in multiple 

different projects and hence gets harder for the developer to identify and analyze the different 

code base. In certain cases the code is too complex because it has a lot of files, packages and 

classes hence making it even harder to navigate between different packages to understand the 

code. 

Manually analyzing the project is a tedious process and it does not guarantee the 

accuracy and there might be problems capturing the internal details of the class, if the developer 

just uses the documentation to understand about the project. In certain cases when there are no 

good documents, the developer has to read through the code to understand which is very 

difficult. All these factors discourages the programmers to reuse the high quality open source 

code base. Finding the functionality and the code which implements the functionality in the 
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project is one of the best ways to reuse the existing code. Feature can be defined as the 

functionalities implemented in the code base. The components are a group of classes which 

implements the feature. The automatic feature analysis tool presented in this thesis uses machine 

learning techniques and big data analytics to completely automate the feature and component 

discovery. It has various applications that would be very useful for the software developers and 

end users. 

 

1.3 Problem Statement 

 The open source repositories has increased vastly. With this the developers have working 

high quality code available for them to reuse. But analyzing the source code might be time 

consuming as the code is huge. The open source projects either have no documentation or the 

documentations are too long for the user to read and understand. Hence, understanding the 

functionality of each project becomes extremely difficult. The existing approaches of feature 

identification are semi-automatic and often require human intervention. Manually identifying 

the features for all open source projects is practically not possible. Our research is a semantic 

approach to automatically discover the features and identify the components based on feature 

similarity of classes from a given code base. The goal of the approach is to create an automated 

and scalable model which produces accurate results. 

 

1.4 Proposed Solution 

In our research, a big data analytics model is proposed for automatic discovery of 

components and features for open source projects using Machine Learning. Open source code 

base is huge and semi/unstructured. Hence, big data analytics is required for analysis and 
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processing. Feature discovery can be defined as the functionalities implemented in the code 

base. The components are identified based on the implementation of features. Machine learning 

is an ongoing process with which the model can become more intelligent as it learns from 

different code bases. The above explains why we chose on open source projects and big data 

analytics.  

This research focuses on the problem of recovering the features of open source projects. 

Many of the current applications that are being developed are not novel in its entirety, hence 

reusing the source code will help in the software development process. Since there are no proven 

techniques to analyze source code, the feature discovery and reusability is an important problem 

in software development. The idea here is to get the meta-data from the source code and use 

machine learning techniques to analyze the meta-data and get some meaningful information 

which would be helpful in identifying the components and discovering the features of the 

selected code base. 

The initial step is to extract the meta-data and perform pre-processing. The next step is 

to dynamically discover topics using Latent Dirichlet Allocation and to form components 

optimally using K-Means. The final step is to discover the features implemented in the 

components using Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency algorithm. This framework 

is implemented in Spark that is a fast and parallel processing engine for big data 

analytics. ArchStudio tool is used to visualize the features to class mapping functionality. As a 

case study, Apache Solr and Apache Hadoop HDFS are used to illustrate the automatic 

discovery of components and features. We demonstrated the scalabilty and the accuracy of our 

proposed model compared with a manual evaluation by software architecture experts as a 
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baseline. Thus, for a given a code base, the entire model results in a list of components grouped 

by feature similarity of classes and the feature list of each component. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK  

 

2.1 Overview 

 

In this chapter we will define the terms that have been used throughout the thesis and 

also introduce the technologies in section 2.2. We will also discuss the problems with other 

approaches proposed for architecture recovery and the related work in section 2.3. 

 

2.2 Terminology and Technology 

 

In this section we will define the terms that have been used throughout the research and 

also introduce the technologies used. The software architecture [18] is the top most level of a 

software system. It comprises a set of elements which gives more meaning to the software 

system. These elements have relations between them with which they interact. The underlying 

software system contains a list of principle design decisions. Various functionality components 

and their relationship comprises the architecture of a software system. A code entity is a 

programming entity, since our research focuses on Java projects, the main code entities are 

methods, classes, packages, interfaces, etc. A component is a set of classes which implements 

one or more functionality. A feature is a functionality of the project. Feature Vector used in the 

context of machine learning represents data object which are used by machine learning 

algorithms.  

RDFCoder [11] is an open source project which helps in the conversion of Java code to a 

meta-data file in RDF format. A jar is a native library used by applications on Java platform. It 

is a package format which aggregates many Java class files and associated meta-data and 

resources into one file. RDFCoder takes a JAR (a package file including Java class files and 
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associated meta-data and resources) or a source code for the conversion. It can be used in 

command line or as a library in a Java project. It analyses the structure of the source code through 

packages, classes, methods, attributes and gives the relationship between them. The main 

elements of RDFCoder are: 

 Java Source Parser - a set of classes able to parse java files and convert its contents 

in Code Handler events. 

 Java Bytecode Parser - a set of classes able to parse .class files (eventually 

inside .jar archives) and convert its contents in code handler events. 

 Javadoc Parser - a set of classes able to parse .java files Javadoc documentation and 

convert it in Code Handler events. 

 Code Handler - the code handler is a class able to convert class events in RDF triples.  

The way the Code handler translates received events into triples is described 

in model section. Despite the code handler currently generates only RDF triples, in theory 

this can generate any entity representation compliant with the interface of the Code Model. 

 Objects Table - the Code Handler needs to fully qualify (i.e., add full package 

qualification) all the objects it finds during the compilation process.  

The fully qualification is done by populating and querying the Objects Table. Every 

time that an object needs to be fully qualified, the Objects Table is inquired by 

providing the object name and the Imports Context that is the list of the imports 

provided when used the object itself. 

 Code Model - the Code Model is a container of the triples representing a bunch of 

related libraries. A code model provides operations to add triples, remove triples, and 

perform basic search and complex queries on triples.  

Despite currently the only implementation provided is an RDF model, the Code Model 

http://rdfcoder.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/doc/htmldoc/model.html
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may rely on any support able to store relationships among the entities involved in the 

code representation. 

 Code Storage - the Code Storage is a set of classes meant to make persistent a code 

model. There may be several persistent storages like file system or a RDMS. 

 Query Engine - the Query Engine is a set of classes meant to perform queries on 

storage. At the moment the only supported query language is SPARQL. 

 Model Inspector - the Model Inspector is a high level representation of the Code 

Model. By using the Model Inspector it is possible to navigate Java objects 

representing the entities stored into the model. 

 

 RDFCoder uses the Kabbalah model [11] is the ontology for representing code entities 

which defines resources and relationships among them. Every resource that are within the model 

is an Identifier. A resource identifier represents every resource in that model.  

Resource Description Framework [13]: It is known as RDF in short form. This model is the web 

standard for interchange of data. To name the connection or the relationship between things RDF 

uses URIs which is used as linking structure of the web. “Subject-predicate-object” expressions 

are used in RDF. 

1. Triple: The “subject-predicate-object” expression is called as Triple. 

2. Subject: Resource is denoted as subject. 

3. Predicate: A predicate shows aspects or traits of the resource. It denotes a relationship or 

connection between subjects and objects. 

4. Object: Instance of the resource is denoted by an object. 

 

http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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SPARQL: SPARQL [17] is query language for RDF which helps to manipulate and get the data 

which are stored in RDF format. There are different query variations in SPARQL language 

which can be used for various purposes. Few of the useful query patterns are listed below with 

explanation:  

 SELECT query helps to retrieve raw values from a given SPARQL query. 

 CONSTRUCT query is used to transform the result to a table after extracting information 

from the SPARQL endpoint. 

 ASK query is used to give a True/False value for any given SPARQL query. 

 DESCRIBE query is used to provide an graph form of RDF from the SPARQL endpoint, 

the contents of that is based on the endpoint to decide whether the maintainer considers 

as useful information. 

 

 Feature is any functionality that is implemented in the project. Feature Variant is a 

variant from the primary feature. We have not considered options like optional or compulsory 

that are typically described in Product Line Architectures. The feature variants are extracted 

from the project and hence only implemented variants are extracted. Components are a set of 

classes in which the feature is implemented. It is not a high-level architecture component like 

frontend or user interface. It is more specific to the features implemented.   

Machine Learning Clustering [20] helps to group similar entities together based on the 

similarity. To identify the similar classes, a feature vector has to be generated explaining more 

about the class in terms of its numbers. Hence in this approach, the percentage of topics in each 

class is the feature vector matrix generated by Latent Dirichlet Allocation. Clustering assigns a 

cluster number to all the similar classes that are grouped together based on their similarity. K-
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Means is one of the best algorithms which is used for clustering [23]. Term Frequency – Inverse 

Document Frequency is a statistical algorithm used to find the top words in each components 

which are the features in each component. 

 

2.3 Related Work 

There is a rapid growth in the feature based analysis research. Automating the entire 

process in feature based analysis is difficult. The general practice of recovering is with the 

domain knowledge. In case of domain knowledge, the person who developed the system or who 

knows the project needs to give some input. In case of open source projects, when there are more 

than thousands, getting input from the developers is a difficult and time consuming process. 

Garcia and Mattmann [1] state that it is necessary to have the ground truth information about the 

project from the developers to recover the architecture. More information about the project is 

required for mapping the components and to refine the architecture. In our approach, we 

overcome this by analyzing the code base and getting more details from the class, package and 

other details. Hence, these details are used for the feature based analysis and component 

identification. Most of the research have domain knowledge as a base for architecture recovery, 

but the proposed model is completely automated and no information is required from domain 

experts for analysis. Marx and Beck [3] discuss about extracting the components in a software 

project. Their main aim is to identify the feature implemented in a set of classes and group them 

as a component. They try to minimize the interactions between components and hence, reuse of 

the feature can be done easily by using the component as the interaction with other components 

are minimum. The main disadvantage of this process is that if there are many dependencies, this 

approach might not give good results. But in the proposed model, dependencies does not matter, 
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since the details are taken from the code base and the dependencies do not play a role on the 

analysis for the architecture recovery. Dit and Revelle [2] analyzed 25 different articles in feature 

based analysis. The analysis is from 3 different aspects, which are manual feature analysis, tool 

based analysis and domain expert analysis. Manual analysis was time consuming and the results 

were not consistent as different people have different perspectives. There were few tools which 

were developed to analyze the feature. But they required domain knowledge to a certain extent 

for analysis. The domain knowledge was another approach where experts who developed the 

project or who know the project give some information about the architecture and feature which 

is then used for the analysis. In all these cases, there was no standard way to verify the results. 

But in our proposed model, the entire process is completely automated and hence no domain 

knowledge or manual intervention is required. The results are compared with the manual 

analysis done by a group of software architect experts who analyzed the Apache Solr code base. 

Table 2 gives a high level comparison between three papers. 
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  Table 2: Objectives and limitations of related work 

 

 Hitesh and Cristina [9] proposed a model for automatic architecture recovery using one 

classification of machine learning algorithms which is unsupervised. To represent the dynamic, 

lexical and static aspect of the software, this approach uses three different feature sets that is 

similar to the approach used in this thesis. From the source code, the information used for the 

static features is extracted. It also involves method invocations by code entity, inheritance 

relationships among classes and user defined access. From the definition of method, the method 

names, packages, variables, parameters, closing types, etc., the lexical features are derived, 

which capture the domain information. The dynamic features involves the method call 

frequency. For the recovery of the components in the software system architecture, this model 

combines and compares the dynamic, lexical and static features mentioned. The clustering is 

done based on methods that have been denoted by a features vector and the classes are clustered 
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depending on the similarities they have. Because of the fact that there could be generic method 

names, their clustering technique might not result in the correct component sets. Koschke [19] 

explained about the component architecture recovery in the thesis. In the approach the model is 

semi-automatic and hence need human interaction in certain steps to identify the components. 

The comparison also required software engineer experts to verify the results. The model 

proposed in this thesis is completely automatic and hence no manual intervention is required in 

any of the steps.  
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CHAPTER 3 

FRAMEWORK OF FEATURE-BASED ANALYSIS 

3.1 Overview 

 

 The thesis proposes a framework which aids in component identification and feature 

discovery. The overview of the framework is explained in section 3.2 and the various different 

parts of the framework are explained in the future sections. Meta-data extraction is explained in 

section 3.2.1. Component identification and feature extraction is explained in section 3.2.2 and 

section 3.2.3 respectively. The environment used is Spark which is a scalable platform. The last 

section 3.2.4 is the visualization where the tool ArchStudio is used. 

 

 

3.2 Framework 

The framework that aids in component identification and feature discovery consists of 

three components. The first is the meta-data extraction, second in the flow implemented in Spark 

environment and the third is visualization. The initial step is to parse the given source code with 

RDFCoder to get the meta-data. This meta-data is then parsed to extract useful information like 

the class names, attributes, method, parameters, return type and packages. This data is then sent 

to LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) which gives more information on grouping the classes 

together based on similar topics(features).The output from LDA is sent to K-Means clustering 

algorithm, where similar classes are grouped together based on the topic discovery, to form 

different components. Each component with the details of the classes is then sent to TF-IDF to 

discover their functionality. The above machine learning algorithms are implemented in Spark, 

Scala and Java. Thus, for a given a code base, the entire model results in a list of components 

grouped by similarity of classes and the feature list of each component.  
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The entire flow of the proposed model is illustrated in Figure 1. The input to the 

application is source code which can be source jar file. The RDFCoder gets the meta-data from 

the source code. This is the pre-processing step. The next step is the component identification 

and feature discovery which is executed in the Spark environment. The final step is the 

visualization to give more details of the input source code. 

 

Figure 1: Workflow of proposed solution 

 

                The major components of the model include pre-processing using RDF Coder, 

component identification and feature extraction in spark environment and visualization which 

are discussed in detail in the later sections. The entire process is automated and hence no manual 

intervention is required. If the user gives the input source code for the feature extraction, the 

process is completely automated and the final features of the source code is discovered. The 

overview of each component is explained in the section below.  

 

3.2.1 Meta-data Extraction 

The input to the system which is also the input to the meta-data extraction stage is the 

Java project source. The meta-data, a RDF representation of the code base, is then used by 
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component identification and feature discovery to identify important information from meta-data 

which rules the functionality of the source code. This meta-data is also utilized during few of the 

machine learning algorithms to generate a recurring list of keywords in the project which 

determines the functionality of the project. Meta-data generation is the first step where the whole 

code of the Java project is converted into its RDF representation. This representation majorly 

contains the meta-data for all the code entities in the project like package, interface, class, 

attributes, and methods while retaining the code structure. The meta-data was generated as an 

RDF document in RDF format which was then parsed to extract the relevant features discussed 

in the following sections. The Java Compile Time Annotations API can also be used to extract 

annotation information which was not available through RDFCoder. The library information can 

also be extracted along with the class details to get more information about the source code. 

Figure 2 give a visual representation of meta-data. 

 

Figure 2: Meta-data extraction phase 

 

Binkley [7] explains the source code analysis as a method in which the code is 

automatically consumed from its code base or an artifact which is from the code base. Three 

main components are identified: the internal representation, the parser and the representation of 

this analysis. Binkley [7] use an RDFizer as the semantic data model as the internal 
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representation, the parser and SPARQL query as the component analysis. This meta-data gives 

information about the organization of classes, interfaces, methods etc. within the various 

packages present in the project package.  

 The Kabbalah model is the ontology used by RDFCoder. It defines resources and 

relationships among resources. The resources are every element in the source code. All the 

elements are uniquely identifies. Figure 3 is the model.  RDFCoder is an open source project 

and seems to be one of the best way to extract the meta-data from a given code base. The 

identifiers have a fixed structure that can be represented with the following BNF rules: 

 

Figure 3: Kabbalah model  
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<IDENTIFIER> ::= (<PREFIX> '#')? <SECTIONS>; 

<SECTIONS> ::= <SECTIONS> '.' <SECTION> | 

<SECTION>; <SECTION> ::= (qualifier ':')? Fragment; 

All identifier can have a prefix that must end with '#'. The identifier contains a sequence 

of different sections separated by '.', every section must define a fragment and may contain a 

qualifier. The characters '#' '.' ':' are used to indicate the different parts of the identifier, for this 

reason they cannot be used neither in the qualifiers or fragments nor in the prefix. The meta-data 

has the certain useful information extracted from the source code. The key features are the code 

entities which are determining the nature or behavior of class. The following identifies the 

functionality of the class in Java, through the code entities. 

1) Class 

2) Package which has the class 

3) Parent class 

4) Methods contained of the Class 

5) Member variables in the Class 

6) Type of parameters the constructor accepts 

7) Type of parameters the method accepts 

 

 The meta-data from RDFCoder is parsed to get more useful information. Details such as 

class, package, method, attribute, parameter and return types are identified from the meta-data. 

These details will be used in the approach to identify components and discover features. 
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3.2.2 Component Identification 

The framework in which component identification and feature extraction are 

implemented is Spark. Spark [12] is a good environment for in-memory and iterative computing. 

The major advantage is it provides caching intermediate data in-memory for better access 

times. Real time querying of data, stream processing, sensor data processing are few of the use 

cases of spark where the performance is better than Hadoop. Similarly Spark can run the same 

Map Reduce jobs, with the difference being, it first places the data into RDDs [16] (Resilient 

Distributed Datasets) so that this data is now cached in-memory so it is readily accessible. Since 

it is in-memory processing, the same MapReduce jobs can run quickly. There is also flexibility 

to write queries in Scala, Java and Python. Spark is an Apache project advertised as “lightning 

fast cluster computing”. It has an enormous audience in open source community and is the most 

sought after Apache project. Spark provides a faster and more general data processing platform. 

It makes it possible to write code more faster as it has more than 80 high-level operators at it is 

disposal. It also has the flexibility to run programs up to 100 times faster in memory, or 10 times 

faster on disk, than Hadoop.  

In the component identification, similar classes are grouped together to form the 

component. Two different algorithms are used to get the best result in this step. The meta-data 

from previous step is further processed to get the class and the related words in each class as a 

single line. All the multi gram words are split using camel case. This intermediate data is then 

fed to Latent Dirichlet Allocation algorithm where topics in each class are discovered.  LDA 

was first presented as a graphical model and its main focus is topic discovery. 

 In Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a topic discovery model. This is one of the best 

algorithm to identify the hidden topics in a given context. It is a probabilistic model and hence 

more accurate results are analyzed. This model explains certain unobserved groups with a set of 

https://spark.apache.org/
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observable to show why certain parts are similar. This algorithm gives the percentage of each 

topic in a given document and hence it is easier to analyze the relationship between classes 

The resultant topics are converted to percentage of topic for all the classes. The input for 

K-Means algorithm is the class name and the percentage of each topic in the form of matrix. In 

K-Means Clustering technique, K centroids are randomly initialized in the data. The K is decided 

by the dataset and hence the entire process is automated. The algorithm loops through the data 

in the dataset, which is assigned to the closest centroid in the pool. After each loop, the 

recalculation of the centroid occurs and it is repeated until convergence. The threshold error or 

the constant cluster assignment is called convergence. K-Means is one the best algorithm for 

clustering owing to its simplicity. 

Certain input parameters have to be supplied to K-Means algorithm to get accurate 

results. Since, K-Means is a parameterized hence the results are highly reactive to the parameter 

values. Finding the number of clusters is an important parameter in the algorithm and hence 

more importance should be given to it. Since this is unsupervised learning and the end user does 

not know anything about the project, it is not a good practice to get the input parameter from the 

end-user regarding the cluster number size. Hence, Sum of Squared Errors method is used to 

determine the number of clusters. The best value of K is determined by Sum of Squared Error 

analysis which plots the sum of distance of every data points from its respective cluster centroids 

against configurations of different cluster. As the cluster number is increasing the cost decreases 

and it gets stagnant or there is very less decrease in the cost. This determines the number of 

clusters in K-Means algorithm. Hence, the process to find the value of ‘k’ is automated. The 

result is the cluster with a set of similar classes grouped together. Figure 4 gives steps in 

component identification. 
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Figure 4: Steps in component identification 

 

3.2.3 Feature Discovery 

Feature discovery is the next step after component identification. As similar classes are 

grouped together, finding the features in each component is the next step. The most important 

feature can be found in each component using TF-IDF which id Term Frequency - Inverse 

Document Frequency to identify the significant keywords in the components. Term Frequency 

Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) computes the weights that indicate the importance of 

words in the corpus. This algorithm is used as a weighting factor which is used to compute the 

numerical statistic for the words in the corpus. This algorithm is often used in text mining to 

find the important words and hence identify the topic of the document or the corpus. The TF-

IDF algorithm not only analyses the frequency, it has an inverse proportion with the corpus. 

Hence, even if a term is repeated many times in a document, its weight will be decreased so that 

it may not be considered as an important term. 

TF-IDF has been used in place of a regular frequency count to get rid of terms which 

appear in many classes since they do not hold a high significance. The top keywords with high 
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TF-IDF score are then identified. This gives the functionality of each component. Form the split 

camel case words, the full words are traced back to get the complete meaning of the word used 

in the component. Figure 5 shows the discovered features in each cluster. 

 

Figure 5: Discovered features in components 

 

3.2.4 Visualization 

Once the features of identified, the important part is visualization, as this helps the user 

to easily understand about the project. Highcharts [21] and Graphs can be used to visualize the 

number of components and features in the project. Protégé can also be used to get more details 

in terms of ontology. ArchStudio is a tool to visualize software architectures. The XML file can 

be built from the result of the proposed model and this file can be visualized in Eclipse’s 

ArchStudio plug-in. Figure 6 show the architecture diagram and Figure 7 shows the sample 

feature list of Solr Code.  
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Figure 6: Architecture Diagram in ArchStudio 

 

Figure 7: Feature list with variants in ArchStudio 
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 The main project is the highest level component and there are many sub components 

which are composed of multiple classes. For example, component 4 has 3 classes that are the 

NativeIO, LayoutVersion, VersionMismatch. Similarly there are various feature for the project 

and certain feature and feature variants are listed in the above figure. 
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CHAPTER 4 

COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION AND FEATURE DISOVERY 

4.1 Overview 

 This chapter gives the complete flow for component identification and feature discovery. 

Section 4.2 is the first step after meta-data generation which is camel case split. Section 4.3 and 

4.4 describe about topic discovery and component identification. Feature discovery is explained 

in section 4.3. 

 

4.2 Camel Case Split 

 The meta-data from RDFCoder is split using camel case mechanism. Camel casing 

means capitalizing the first word in a phrase of words. This mechanism is used in most of the 

programming language. This is the commonly followed standard in Java programming. For 

example, PythonWriter will be split as python and writer. Camel case splitting is necessary 

because the compound words could not be properly recognized during the analysis. More 

meaning is given to the phrase of words only when it is split. For example, Write might have 

different types like PythonWriter, RubyWriter, PhpWriter, etc. If there are complete phrase of 

words, it will be hard for the machine to understand that all these fall under the feature writer. 

Substring match might not be good, as some words contain many other words between them. 

 

4.3 Topic Discovery  

 The input to the word count program is an intermediate file which has the class name as 

the first word followed by a tab space and a list of words. The list of words are from the meta-

data which are split by Camel case. Word Count Algorithm is used to count the number of same 
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words in a given document. In our approach, one single file is the input and each line in a file is 

considered as a document. Map Reduce in Spark environment is used to execute word count. 

Figure 8 is an example illustrating word count. 

  

Figure 8: Example illustrating word count 

Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a topic discovery model. This is one of the best 

algorithm to identify the hidden topics in a given context. It is a probabilistic model and hence 

more accurate results are analyzed. This model explains certain unobserved groups with a set of 

observable to show why certain parts are similar. This algorithm gives the percentage of each 

topic in a given document and hence it is easier to analyze the relationship between classes.  

LDA was first presented as a graphical model and its main focus is topic discovery. 

In LDA, each document has a set of topics which are identified by the algorithm. This 

resembles a probabilistic latent semantic analysis known as pLSA, the exception is that the 

distribution of topic is assumed to have a Dirichlet prior in LDA. Since we get a list of topics 

reduceByKey((a,b) => a+b)

RDD words after reduce [(write,3),(read,2),(text,1)]

map(word=>(word.toLowerCase(),1))

RDD words after Map [(write,1), (read,1), (write, 1), (read, 1) , 
(text,1),(write,1)]

flatMap(line=> line.split('" "))

RDD words [write,read,write,read,text,write]

Word Count Logic in Spark

RDD input write,read,write
read,text,write

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PLSA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dirichlet_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prior_probability
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for a given document the approach used in LDA seems more reasonable. For example, the topics 

in a LDA model can be classified as database-related and writer-related. The database-related 

words like their columns, fields, table, and query will be classified as database-related. But the 

word database will have higher probability for the topic. Similarly, all the writer-related words 

like python writer, ruby writer, file, text, etc. will be classified as writer-related. IF there are 

certain words that are used by both of the topics, it will have an equal probability distribution. 

This topic discovery model is based on probability and likelihood. A lexical word analyzer 

identifies the words and assigns the probability or the word to be related to the topic. Hence, 

from the above method, each document has a list of topics identified. A particular topic set 

characterizes every document in the given list. 

LDA is a topic model used for identifying the topics in each class.  The input to the LDA 

model is a word document with a class name followed by a tab space and all the semantics 

related to the class (split method names, attribute names, etc.). 
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LDA Pseudocode: 

1. Collect the words from file 

2. Term count 

3. Stop words, if any 

4. Create Map(Word, count) 

5. Generate LDA  model 

6. Calculate current_likelihood 

7. While ( current_likelihood < previous_likelihood) 

 Regenrate LDA  model 

 Recalculate current_likelihood 

    Exit condition: 

 Model = previous_model 

 Likelihood = previous_likelihood 

8. End while 

 

Steps in LDA: 

Following are the steps implemented to infer the topics/features based on the semantics in the 

classes.  

1. Word count: Each class is considered as a document. First we calculate the word count 

based on the information in all the documents.  

2. Stop Words: We need to eliminate the mostly commonly occurring words like the, get, 

set.  

3. Important words: After eliminating the stop words, we determine the most important 

words based on the word count.  

4. LDA Model:  For each class, the word count is computed for the important words and a 

word vector is built. The input to the LDA is a matrix of word vectors. Each row 

represents the word counts for a particular class. The LDA model infers topics and 

gives the probabilities of each word in the topic.  
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The parameters for LDA are: 

1. Number of important words 

2. Number of topics  

3. Number of words in each topic 

Optimal topic number identification: 

 For better results, we need to determine the above mentioned parameters. The algorithm 

is made optimal by selecting the optimal value for number of terms. Hence, for any given project, 

the number of topics will be selected according to the loglikehood that is the probability of the 

word belonging to a given topic. Finding the log likelihood helps in determining the number of 

topics. Following figure 9 explains the flow of LDA. 

 

    Figure 9: Flow of LDA 
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4.4 Component Identification  

In K-Means Clustering technique, K centroids are randomly initialized in the data. The 

K is decided by the dataset and hence the entire process is automated. The algorithm loops 

through the data in the dataset, which is assigned to the closest centroid in the pool. After each 

loop, the recalculation of the centroid occurs and it is repeated until convergence. The threshold 

error or the constant cluster assignment is called convergence. K-Means is one the best algorithm 

for clustering owing to its simplicity. This clustering algorithm is parametrized and hence 

choosing the correct value for the parameter is important. The K determining step is important in 

getting optimal results from the K-Means clustering algorithm. Instead of getting the number of 

clusters from the user, we can automate the process of identifying the correct K, using Sum of 

Squared Errors. Sum of Squared Errors method is one of the best ways to identify the number 

of clusters for a given data set. 

K-Means is a clustering algorithm.  After determining the percentages of topics in each 

class, we need to cluster the classes with similar topics. K-Means is used for this purpose.  

The input to the K-Means algorithm is a matrix where all the values are double. Once this input 

is given to K-Means, Sum of Squared Errors method is implemented to calculate the best value 

of K for the given cluster. The seed value is one of the hyper parameters used to incorporate 

randomness into the training data. The result of the K-Means are the classes clustered together. 

Similar classes are clustered together according to the input matrix. The following is the 

pseudocode of K-Means. 
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K-Means Pseudocode:  

1. Collect the data from file 

2. Filter the double values and class from feature vector 

3. Create a Map(class, double values) 

4. Generate  K-Means model 

5. Find the Sum of Squared Errors 

6. While (Minimal Difference between Sum of Squared Errors) 

 Regenerate K-Means model  

      Exit condition:  

 Select the model for K-Means 

7. End While 

 

Steps in optimal K-Means: 

1. Feature vector: Find the feature vector with the output of LDA. 

2. Find optimum ‘k’: For any given project, select the optimal number of cluster. 

3. K-Means model: Create a K-Means model. 

 

Optimal cluster number identification: 

 Dynamic identification of the number of cluster makes the model optimal for any given 

project. It is very important to select the correct parameter for K-Means, especially the number 

of clusters. Sum of Squared Errors method is used for identifying the number of clusters in K-

Means. To identify the number of clusters in K-Means algorithm, Sum of Squared Errors method 

is used. The automated approach follows the steps in which the cost of computing K-Means is 

calculated for each cluster. It is an iterative process to calculate the cost by increasing the cluster 

number. Once the difference between the costs of consecutive cluster number becomes stagnant, 

that cluster number is identified. This determines the number of clusters in K-Means algorithm. 

Figure 10 explains diagrammatically the flow of K-Means and figure 11 gives the HeatMap for 

K-Means data set. 
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    Figure 10: Flow of K-Means 

 The output of LDA is converted to the following format before giving it to K-Means. 

Each line has a class name followed by the percentage values for the topics delimited by comma.  

 

Figure 11: HeatMap for K-Means data 
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Figure 9 shows the HeatMap with the K-Means data. HeatMap is generated using certain 

RStudio[14] libraries. 

 

4.5 Feature Discovery  

 Feature is any functionality that is implemented in the project. Feature Variant is a 

variant from the primary feature. It does not have options like optional or compulsory. The 

feature variants are extracted from the project and hence only implemented variants are 

extracted. The feature and feature variants are discovered using TF-IDF. 

Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) computes the weights that 

indicate the importance of words in the corpus. This algorithm is used as a weighting factor 

which is used to compute the numerical statistic for the words in the corpus. This algorithm is 

often used in text mining to find the important words and hence identify the topic of the 

document or the corpus. The TF-IDF algorithm not only analyses the frequency, it has an inverse 

proportion with the corpus. Hence, even if a term is repeated many times in a document, its 

weight will be decreased so that it may not be considered as an important term. The input is an 

intermediate file which has the class name as the first word in the line and followed by a tab 

space and a list of words form the meta-data which is split by Camel case and spaced with a 

single space. 

 TF-IDF is the product of two statistics, term frequency and inverse document frequency. 

The value of term frequency in each document is calculated and the other metric is the inverse 

document frequency. The formula for each of the metric is explained below. The tern frequency 

is the frequency of the term appearing in the document. 
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TF(t,d) is the number of times that term t appears in document d 

Document frequency is the frequency of the document that contains the term. 

DF(t,D) is the number of documents that contains term t 

 The document frequency has to be inverted to get the inverse document frequency. 

Hence, the log of document frequency and the below formula is applied. 

IDF(t,D)= log|D|+1 

                  DF(t,D)+1 

 The final step is to multiply the document and inverse document frequency to get the 

importance of the term in the cluster.    

TFIDF(t,d,D)=TF(t,d) * IDF(t,D) 

 The above   method is used to calculate the score for the words in each cluster and the top 

words are picked for each cluster. The Figure 12 explains the flow of TF-IDF. 

 

   Figure 12: Flow of TF-IDF 

 

 The TF-IDF program runs twice, one with the class and package details and the other 

with the class details which include methods, class, and package and attribute details. 
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The outputs from both approaches are combined to get more accurate results. 

 Approach 1: 

 In this approach, TF-IDF is executed with only class and package details. The importance 

is given only to class and package level details. Hence, all the features might not be discovered as 

the code level details are not captured. 

Approach 2: 

 In this approach, TF-IDF is executed with class, method, attribute details and hence inner 

details of the code are captured. Since many details are captured, this approach results in a lot of 

features for a project. A high number of features that were generated from this approach, might not 

be interesting for feature discovery. 

Hybrid Approach: 

  The common features from Approach 1 and Approach 2 will be considered. This approach 

is better because more importance is given to the words in class and package level, than the 

method and attribute level. The hybrid approach combining the features gives more accurate 

results than the separate approaches. Figure 13 explains a graphical model of combining the 

results. Approach 1 focuses on only the class and package details, while approach 2 gives importance 

to all other details. However, this approach generated more than 100 features that might not be 

useful. Hence, we assume that a hybrid approach, combining both the approaches, will produce better 

results. 
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    Figure 13: Hybrid Approach 

 

 The hybrid approach in TF-IDF results in better accuracy and a good set of features for 

a given project. Hence, the hybrid approach illustrated in the above figure helps in better 

accuracy. 
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 Overview 

 

This chapter explains about the implementation details of the research. The first step of 

implementation is meta-data generation using RDFCoder. In this step more details about the 

model are explained in section 5.2. This meta-data is then sent to LDA (Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation) which gives more information on grouping the classes together based on similar 

topics (features).The output from LDA is sent to K-Means clustering algorithm, where similar 

classes are grouped together based on the topic discovery, to form different components which 

is explained in section 5.3. Section 5.4 explains about the feature discovery using TF-IDF from 

the details of each component identified earlier. 

 

5.2 Meta-data Generation 

RDFCoder is used to extract the meta-data from the project code. The meta-data has 

certain useful information extracted from the source code. The key features are the code entities 

which are determining the nature or behavior of class. The following identifies the functionality 

of the class in Java, through the code entities. 

1) Class itself 

2) Package containing the class 

3) Parent Class 

4) Member variables of the Class 

5) Methods contained in the Class 

6) Type of parameters the methods accept 
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7) Type of parameters the constructors accept 

 Table 3 shows an example of RDFCoder extracted data. An example of valid identifiers 

is: http://www.rdfcoder.org/2007/1.0#jpackage: umkc.cse.malathy.thesis.jclass:Mapper 

An example for the above method declaration and its respective RDF interpretation is given 

below. The identifier used in this example is 

#jpackage:umkc.cse.malathy.thesis.jmethod:sampleMethod. The identifier includes the 

package name “umkc.cse.malathy.thesis” and the method name “sampleMethod”. 

Table 3: Example of Kababalah Model 

Java Method RDF Meta-data 

public String sampleMethod(Int 

parameter1, String parameter2) 

{ 

} 

<rdf:Description rdf:about= 

"#jpackage:umkc.cse.malathy.thesis.jmethod: 

sampleMethod "> <j.0:contains_signature 

rdf:resource= 

"#jpackage:umkc.cse.malathy.thesis.jmethod: 

sampleMethod. jsignature:_0"/> 

<j.0:has_visibility>public</j.0:has_visibility> 

<j.0:has_modifiers>4</j.0:has_modifiers> 

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#JMethod"/> 

</rdf:Description> 

 

The meta-data was generated as XML document in RDF format which was then parsed 

to extract the relevant features discussed in coming sections. The Java compile time Annotations 

API were also used to extract annotation information which was not available through 

RDFCoder. Predefined tags were assigned to all the components in the meta-data RDF file. 
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 The meta-data from RDFCoder is parsed to get more useful information. Details such as 

class, package, method, attribute, parameter and return types are identified from the meta-data. 

These details will be further used in the approach to identify components and discover features. 

The meta-data is in RDF (Resource Description Format) and hence it has to be parsed. Required 

details from the meta-data is extracted and stored in an intermediate HashMap which has all the 

details about the source code. The following Figure 14 shows the hierarchy of the HashMap in 

which the details of the project like package, class, method, parameters, return type and class 

attribute details are stored. Table 4 shows the conversion. 

  

 

Figure 14: Intermediate HashMap 
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Table 4: Conversion from RDF to intermediate HashMap 

RDF Meta-Data Intermediate 

HashMap<String,ClassAttributes> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about= 

"#jpackage:umkc.cse.malathy.thesis.jmethod: 

sampleMethod "> <j.0:contains_signature 

rdf:resource= 

"#jpackage:umkc.cse.malathy.thesis.jmethod: 

sampleMethod. jsignature:_0"/> 

<j.0:has_visibility>public</j.0:has_visibility> 

<j.0:has_modifiers>4</j.0:has_modifiers> 

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#JMethod"/> 

</rdf:Description> 

<sampleClass, 

<method,  

<name,sampleMethod> 

<visibility,public>, 

<modifiers,4>>, 

<attributes,<>>> 

 

 

 From the HashMap a new document is created which is the input for LDA. All the details 

of one class are collected together and used for future analysis. The methods, packages, attributes 

of every class are mapped to the class and the intermediate file is generated. Since the standard 

of coding in Java is CamelCasing. CamelCase is a methodology of writing a compound word 

where each word begins with a capital letter, hence making the phrase or the compound word 

readable. CamelCase is the standard method of writing in various programming languages. 

Especially defining the class package and attribute names has to follow CamelCase accordingly 

to the best practices of writing a program. The details of each class are future split to form 

separate words from camel case words.  
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5.3 Component Identification 

 In component identification, the first step is the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) in 

which the topics in each class are discovered and the next step is K-Means clustering in which 

similar classes are clustered. The camel case split details of the class and package forms the 

input for LDA. Each line in the file represents a document. Each class is represented as a 

document in LDA. Each word from the document is tokenized. The vocabulary is used to match 

the words in the document. The stop words are eliminated from the set of words in the document. 

This eliminates the most frequently occurring words and hence helps in giving more accurate 

result for topic discovery. The words are then converted to term count vectors and sent to LDA. 

Then the hyper parameter of LDA is set with the following value: seedValue -> 45. Then LDA 

is executed to get the topics in each class. This result is converted such that the percentage of 

each class is determined in each class. The code below gives the optimal way to find the number 

of topics in LDA. 

 

 The likelihood calculation is an iterative process and continues till the current values is 

greater than the previous. The optimal topic identified for Apache Solr is 31. This value is 

determined as the likelihood is the highest when topic number is 31 and starts decreasing when 

it is 32 and so on. Figure 15 illustrates an example of LDA. 
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    Figure 15: Example illustrating LDA 

 Table 5 shows the transition from LDA output to K-Means input. The double value is converted 

to percentage. 

Table 5: Transition from LDA Output to K-Means input 

LDA Output K-Means Input 

org.apache.solr.handler.component:StatsCo

mponent,Map 

(topic2 -> 39.700244565601274, 

 topic6 -> 19.359571904941955, 

 topic5 -> 12.824371981401619, 

topic4 -> 6.453504309807704, 

 topic3 -> 15.950295060568461,  

topic7 -> 5.712012177678984) 

 

org.apache.solr.handler.component:StatsCompo

nent, 

(topic1->0, 

Topic2->39.700244565601274, 

Topic3->15.950295060568461, 

Topic4->6.453504309807704, 

Topic5->12.824371981401619, 

Topic6->19.359571904941955, 

Topic7->5.712012177678984) 

 

(org.apache.solr.core:MMapDirectoryFactor

y,Map 

(topic2 -> 10.164006817299361,  

org.apache.solr.core:MMapDirectoryFactory, 

topic1->16.587662929867523, 

topic2->10.164006817299361, 
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topic6 -> 39.170171375834485,  

topic1 -> 16.587662929867523, 

 topic5 -> 18.248055494319253, 

 topic4 -> 3.112555083220393, 

 topic3 -> 8.932104764379242, 

 topic7 -> 3.785443535079752) 

 

topic3->8.932104764379242, 

topic4->3.112555083220393, 

topic5->18.248055494319253, 

topic6->39.170171375834485, 

topic7->3.785443535079752) 

 

 

 The input for K-Means algorithm is again split and a matrix is formed based on the 

distribution of topics percentage in each class. To compute the best value of number of clusters, 

Sum of Squared Errors method is used to determine the cluster number K based on the cost to 

compute K-Means Dynamic cluster number identification makes the model optimal for any 

given project. It is very important to select the correct parameters for K-Means, especially the 

number of clusters. Sum of Squared Errors method is used for identifying the number of clusters 

in K-Means. The automated approach follows the steps in which the cost of computing K-Means 

is calculated for each cluster. It is an iterative process to calculate the cost by increasing the 

cluster number. Once the difference between the costs of consecutive cluster number becomes 

stagnant, that cluster number is identified. This determines the number of clusters in K-Means 

algorithm. 
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 Finding the number of clusters is an iterative process and hence K-Means cost is 

calculated to check if the difference between the last 4 values is minimal. For Apache Solr the 

number of clusters is 169 as the line in the graph starts becoming almost like a straight line. 

Hence, the number of clusters is dynamically found for K-Means clustering. Figure 16 gives an 

example of K-Means algorithm. Most of the handlers are grouped in Cluster 1 

TermsComponent, XMLLoader, LeaderElector, TransactionLog are grouped in Component 1 

and so on.    

 

Figure 16: Example illustrating K-Means 

org.apach.e.solr.handler.component:TermsComponent,26.0457,0,20.9,74,52.97

org.apache.solr.rest:RestManager,16.407,19.680256,20.511987277161197,5.18385,12.3732786,21.259472,4.0275

org.apache.solr.rest.schema:SolrQueryParserDefaultOperatorResource,11.7463,14.98,22.884,1.949,27.75,10.352,10.86186

org.apache.solr.handler.loader:XMLLoader,6.549,17.72411,7.475702,12. 759,14.472734229783788,32.6904816,8.351964

org.apache.solr.cloud:LeaderElector,18.59636840195819,7.539142,31.2993,8.085,15.84304,15.8654,2.807972456377

org.apache.solr.cloud:ShardLeaderElectionContext,6.2161,11.315,30.984812,8.70451795780556,7.55,27.9617648,7.196

org.apache.solr.search:QueryResultKey,19.993159427148825,7.8,2.95793815,7.32697835,45.1374757,8.3021729,8.2956

Cluster 0

RestManager

JsonUpdateRequestHandler

SolrQueryResponse

Cluster 1

TermsComponent

XMLLoader

LeaderElector

TransactionLog

Cluster n

QueryResultKey

SharedLeaderElector

DumpRequestHandler
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5.4 Feature Discovery 

 The names of all the code entities identified during the features extraction stage are then 

passed through a keywords analyzer function. The keywords analysis stage has been split into 2 

stages. 

1) The important words in the document, which means the cluster related words in this case, 

are identified using the TF-IDF algorithm. A two way processing is done. One with only 

the class and package related details. The other is more details about the class like 

methods, attributes, class and package. 

2) The results of both the algorithm are combined together to get more appropriate and 

accurate results. 

These most frequently used words help determine the semantics of the project. Instead of 

using a simple frequency count of words we have used TF-IDF which stands for Term 

Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency is a numerical statistics technique which is used to 

analyze the importance of a word within a document in a given collection.  The TF-IDF value 

proportionally increases to the number of times a word is present in the document, but is offset 

by the word frequency in the corpus. This helps in the adjustment of the fact that generally few 

words might appear more frequently. Figure 17 illustrates TF-IDF. 
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Figure 17: Example illustrating TF-IDF 

 

 This probabilistic model helps in identifying the important words not only based on 

frequency, but also based on the comparison of the word with the entire document and project. 

In this case each document is the list of class details in each cluster and the output are the words 

which is the functionality in each cluster. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS AND EVALUATION 

6.1 Overview 

 

 This chapter presents the results and evaluation of the thesis research. Section 6.2 

explains about the accuracy measure of the results. Section 6.3 has the proof of selecting a certain 

value for making the algorithm dynamic with the help of graphs. The verification of the existing 

approach is explained in section 6.4. The results of the research are shown in section 6.5. 

 

6.2 Accuracy 

Using a case-study illustrating the automatic discovery of components and features of 

Apache Solr, we demonstrated the accuracy and scalability of our proposed model compared 

with manual evaluation by software architecture experts as a baseline. Another case study on 

Hadoop is also performed to understand the functionality of the automated tool for feature 

generation.  

 Apache Solr [10] is an open source project that aims to support highly scalable, fault 

tolerant and reliable, providing automated failover and recovery , centralized configuration, 

distributed indexing, load-balanced querying and replication, and many more. Solr, which is 

written in Java, is an enterprise open source platform for search from 

the Apache Lucene project. It is a highly scalable and fault-tolerance system and hence it is used 

one of the popular search engine. Solr has various features such as complete-text search, real-

time indexing, hit highlighting, dynamic clustering, rich document and NoSQL feature 

handling, faceted search, database integration. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_source
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lucene
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Full_text_search
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NoSQL
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faceted_search
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 The proposed approach includes component identification and feature recovery. The first 

stage in the process is conversion of Solr project to RDF format from Java. Below are the 

statistics of Solr project generated using the RDFCoder library.  Solr is one of the big and famous 

open source projects which contains almost 737 classes. It is a good use case for automatic 

feature-based analysis. The main assumption as mentioned is that the names of the elements or 

entities in the code base are meaningful and follow the standard naming convention in camel 

case. Table 6 is the Solr Statistics. 

           Table 6: Solr Statistics Generated by RDFCoder 

 

 

 

   The following figure 18 gives a pie chart representation of the Solr statistics. 

 

  Figure 18: Apache Solr statistics  

Parsed Files 737 

Parsed Classes 737 

Parsed Attributes 3739 

Parsed Methods 6698 

737  

6678  

3739  
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 The final results from the analysis prove that the approach gives accurate results when 

compared with the manual analysis of the Apache Solr project. Three different approaches are 

used in this process and hence comparison of accuracy for all three approaches are visualized in 

a graph. 

Approach 1: 

 In this approach, TF-IDF is executed with only class and package details. The importance 

is given only to class and package level details. Hence, all the features might not be discovered as 

the code level details are not captured. 

Approach 2: 

 In this approach, TF-IDF is executed with class, method, attribute details and hence inner 

details of the code are captured. Since many details are captured, this approach results in a lot of 

features for a project. A high number of features that were generated from this approach, might not 

be interesting for feature discovery. 

Hybrid Approach: 

  The common features from Approach 1 and Approach 2 will be considered. This 

approach is better because more importance is given to the words in class and package level, than 

the method and attribute level. The hybrid approach combining the features gives more accurate 

results than the separate approaches.  

 The following graph shows the number of features in all three approaches. It is evident 

that the number of features in the hybrid approach is moderate and shows a good match with the 

features from the manual analysis. The feature variants are the features with their full names, as 

used in the projects. The features variants for the combined feature set are the union of feature 

variants set from approach 1 and approach 2. Figure 19 shows the number of feature and feature 
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variants in 3 different categories and the final feature and feature variants are generated by the 

hybrid approach. Newly discovered features are given in section 6.5. 

 

   Figure 19: Number of feature and feature variants in Apache Solr 

 Jaccard index is used in the verification process. The Jaccard [22] index, also popularly 

known as the Jaccard similarity coefficient, is a one of the statistics which is used for comparing 

the diversity and similarity of the given set of sample. It finds similarity between finite sets of 

sample, and is defined by the expression below: 

 

 

(We define J(A,B) = 1, if A and B are both empty.) 

 

The Jaccard distance is found by the complimentary of the Jaccard coefficient. To find the 

complimentary, the Jaccard coefficient has to be subtracted from 1. This formula will be 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diversity_index
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Similarity_measure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sample_(statistics)
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equivalent to the difference of the sizes of the union and the intersection of the two sets, divided 

by the size of the union. Figure 20 is the graph for Jaccard similarity. 

 

A different way of interpreting the formula, 

  

 

Figure 20: Jaccard Similarity score 

 Lemmatization is used to identify the root words in automated and manual process before 

verifying the accuracy of results. For example, searching, searches, searched, all mean the same 

and hence lemmatization removes all these words and replaces with search which is the root 

word. This root word analysis helps in accurately finding the feature accuracy. 

 A program to find the accuracy of the automated feature and manual features produced 

85% accurate match. By perfect match, the exact match of the feature was identified in the 

manual and automated process. By partial, only part of the feature was identified. By no match, 
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the feature was not identified by the automated process. Figure 21 shows the accuracy of 

features. 

  

Figure 21: Feature and Feature Variants Accuracy  

 As we can see from Figure 21, the combined feature list seems to be more accurate than 

the rest. The below figure explains the meaning of perfect match, partial match and no match 

which are used in the comparison of features. 
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 Another approach to find the accuracy of features is to use Precision and Recall. The 

following figure 22 gives the formulas and the diagrammatic representation for Precision. Table 

7 gives the values for Precision in Recall with respect to the thesis research. 

     

 

    Figure 22: Precision and Recall 

Service handler -> no Match 

Query Component -> perfect Match  
Feature: component 

Feature Variant: QueryComponent 

Query Handler -> partial match – 50%  

Feature: Query 

Feature Variant: queryParser, 

queryResponseWriter, 

SolrQueryAnalyser, 

binaryQueryResponse 
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   Table 7: Confusion Matrix for Precision and Recall 

A\P C ~C 

C 10 0 

~C 3 36 

 

Precision = 10/13 = 0.769   ,       Recall = 10/10 = 1 

F-Measure = (2 * 0.769 * 1) / (1+0.769) = 0.8696 

 Figure 23 shows the newly discovered features using the proposed approach which were 

not identified through manual analysis. Since this approach analyzed the project in a 

comprehensive manner, hidden topics were discovered which might be hard during the manual 

analysis. This shows that the automated approach is capable to capture the hidden features of 

the project. 
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Figure 23: Newly discovered features. 

6.3 Evaluation of Optimization 

 The evaluation of the optimization process begins with evaluating an optimal parameter 

value in obtaining accurate results for different projects. The following figures show the 

important part of automation. In the various stages of the approach, lot of different parameters 

were to be supplied as inputs for the different algorithms. To make the entire approach 

automated, these parameters were to be analyzed automatically. As the end user will also not 

know about the project for which the features/ functionality is requested for, it is highly 

necessary these parameters are found by calculating certain measures. 

 In the first algorithm which is LDA, the number of topics to be identified is the 

challenging part. The maximum number of iterations can be set for the most accurate results. To 

identify the number of topics, the likelihood of the dataset is calculated and when there is a drop 
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in the value from the previous likelihood value, that topic number is chosen. Likelihood is 

nothing but the probability. Distributed LDA model is used to find the likelihood of the dataset 

which is showed in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24: Automated Identification of Topic Number in LDA 

 To identify the number of clusters in K-Means algorithm, Sum of Squared Errors method 

is used. The automated approach follows the steps in which the cost of computing K-Means is 

calculated for each cluster. As the cluster number is increasing, the cost decreases and it gets 

stagnant or there is very less decrease in value of the cost. This determines the number of clusters 

in K-Means algorithm. Figure 25 depicts the graph from which the number of clusters can be 

identified.  
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    Figure 25: Finding ‘k’ in K-Means 

 TF-IDF is another algorithms which required input parameters. The number of terms in 

each cluster has to be identified to properly describe the cluster. Finding the number of terms is 

a tricky task, as the number of words may vary for different clusters. Hence, considering 

different values of the number of terms, the algorithms results were compared with Jaccard 

similarity score and it is proved that top 3 words in each cluster give the best and the highest 

similarity score when compared with the manual analysis. Figures 26, 27, 28 explain this result. 

 

 

 

 

Figure26: Feature comparison 
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   Figure 27: Accuracy comparison 

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 28: Run time performance. 

 From the results of the above graph, top 3 words in each component are selected as 

features for the component. The time taken to identify the features are less, the accuracy of the 

identified feature is more and the number of features identified is 46.  

 Parallel processing is another important part in this research. Machine learning for big 

data would not be scalable in a personal computer. It requires high efficiency machine to get the 
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results quicker. The other option is to distribute the work to slave machines in the big data 

environment. Figure 29 shows the time in executing the algorithm in spark environment. 

 

   Figure 29: Parallel Processing results for Apache Solr 

6.4 Verification 

 The cluster results are compared with another approach [4], which is the TF-IDF 

algorithm implemented first which gives the important words from each class and this detail is 

used to form a feature vector for K-Means algorithm. This feature vector is formed using the 

Jaccard similarity for each class depending on the similarity of words identified in each class. 

Once the K-Means algorithms clusters the classes based on the similarity, TF-IDF is again run 

on top of it to identify the features in each cluster. Figures 30 and 31 shows the percentage of 

classes computed by automated extraction of clusters in the other approach explained above. 
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   Figure 30: Comparison of Clusters for Apache Solr. 

 

Figure 31: Comparison of clusters of Apache Solr 
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 Table 8 shows the number of clusters in two approaches. In the first approach more 

components are identified as they are feature specific components. The second approach is more 

of architecture recovery and hence minimum number of components are identified.   

Table 8: Number of clusters in two approaches  

Approach Cluster Number 

LDA->K-Means->TF-IDF 169 

TF-IDF-> K-Means 20 

 

Similar analysis is done for Hadoop HDFS system [6] to retrieve the feature list and the 

components which has similar classes. Figure 32 gives the statistics of Hadoop HDFS project. 

The Hadoop statistics are listed in Table 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 32: Hadoop HDFS Statistics 

 

5901 

11519 

1083 

Hadoop HDFS Statistics 
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           Table 9: Solr Statistics Generated by RDFCoder 

 

 

 

The comparison of the clusters is given in the below graph for two different approaches. 

This shows that the latest component discovery is more intricate than the earlier model, as it 

finds the feature based component mapping. Figure 33 shows the cluster comparison. 

 

Figure 33: Cluster comparison for Hadoop HDFS. 

Parsed Files 1083 

Parsed Classes 1083 

Parsed Attributes 5901 

Parsed Methods 11519 
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 Figure 34: Overall Comparison for Hadoop HDFS Components 

Table 10: Feature and feature variable Statistics for Hadoop HDFS 

Name Statistics 

Feature 46 

Feature Variants 1537 

 

6.5 Results 

 In this section, the results for the Apache Solr are tabulated. The sample topics of each 

classes which are the result of LDA are tabulated in Table 11. A sample cluster from K-Means 

is shown as an example to see how the classes are grouped together in Table 12. Table 13, Table 

14 and Table 15 illustrate the comparison between the manual and automated features in 

Approach 1, Approach2 and Hybrid approach. The accuracy comparison with manual analysis 

are listed in the following section.  
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 Table 11 shows the percentage topic which is split across 31 topics per class. If a topic 

does not exist in a class, the percentage given is 0. The next table shows the list of classes in 

cluster. Since there are 169 clusters, a sample set of clusters is shown in the table. 

   Table 11: Topic Distribution for Classes 

Class Name, Topic1%, Topic2%...........Topic31% 

org.apache.solr.handler.component:StatsComponent,0,0,0,1.4584018836640182,0,0,0.71229

91172842614,6.427913459867416,0.5238317703684026,0,1.4977100741695588,0.385629

48017555104,5.00961409968939,0,22.550977732360682,0,0.9102243506914534,2.911343

1826916445,25.285466999950966,0,0,22.605441893632545,0,0.9363169895111715,2.618

6831196986655,0.3467075268891041,0.9718527518163064,0,4.847585567538864,0,0 

org.apache.solr.core:MMapDirectoryFactory,35.69055404750373,0,0,1.0708437975911973

,0.8507528003069923,0,1.7223819848144972,14.893658939798165,23.66303677837502,0

,0,0,9.791334523836593,0,0,0,0,1.6945547923214301,0.9034311468762837,0,0,0,0,5.5493

71245684008,0,0,0,0,0,4.170079942892093,0 

org.apache.solr.update:PeerSync,8.196899649695787,2.9673165593311306,1.25623597164

03269,1.83858539350083,5.55699155861814,1.3692927114340936,0.5784556648139679,

5.676650763402454,15.448672686944805,7.763791644577342,0.5178913132092654,0,8.2

64288834327264,0,0.776033657192477,4.624588659699751,0,3.5893317439180747,17.69

428539767201,0,0,0,0,1.2381302994186816,1.2518919429175406,0.2906272539394808,0,

0,0,10.65865607509691,0.4413822186496979 

org.apache.solr.cloud:OverseerCollectionProcessor,10.010169853440255,0.9392261656830

596,2.0565490763385466,5.33288694887202,7.638078714462424,0.24841084383614873,

2.771128091511172,5.839228359659871,7.170202714213991,3.0514763701767142,1.647

8874944460173,1.7739950242537428,4.818937054330383,0.6997907772032858,4.152082

415182305,2.0185911362961333,1.8036548694735672,2.9807393917148834,8.496259203

04754,0.9333698823730918,0.5082730069774991,8.757483164036376,1.13735150698483

28,5.481551736594109,1.6907830375204849,0.19386304934465182,0,1.49768256067464

62,0,6.075406144337895,0.27494140701436687 
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org.apache.solr.handler.admin:SolrInfoMBeanHandler,0,5.405124080049969,2.4262376881

025043,1.447759541262715,0,0,0,7.334562314196962,0.520009232065767,0.7546259660

24645,3.160016280114724,0.3828154403597534,3.0642846862368245,0,3.826291352180

854,0,0,10.202559840730336,29.047872597833933,0,1.047081429911263,22.4404840343

07516,0,0.9294844379969753,0,0.34417751081082476,2.854402108062468,0,4.81221145

9751954,0,0 

org.apache.solr.core:ConfigSet,0,0,0,1.3704048725843763,1.088744955639727,0,0,24.7716

4896403582,0,0,0,0,5.804327418943764,0,0,0,0,2.1685946629024797,1.156159701824590

2,0,9.258893522727712,35.98510290044906,3.7583409380328296,9.620194399041736,0,

1.7748088749320563,0,0,0,0,3.2427787888858557 

org.apache.solr.spelling.suggest.fst:FSTLookupFactory,37.08744007714735,0,0,1.01864736

9075397,0,0,2.959243978495814,5.776804436308335,1.9302279008125791,0.8236111349

168919,0,0,3.96747106449515,0,0,0,0,1.6119566502931761,0,0,0,26.748394674284796,7.

198052081866225,1.8040285278774468,0,0,2.9696472186058225,0,0,3.966816609683307

5,2.137658276137722 

org.apache.solr.util:PropertiesUtil,0,1.7053231700460783,0,1.8797141021236898,0,4.8289

12733325952,0,13.179646895289332,0,7.475963736760427,0,35.92282559857972,2.9461

12888111292,0,0,1.7635362213419274,1.2010068667786267,4.612675336784738,0,0,0,14

.325634852855847,0,2.0444455906875936,0,0,1.5900784966157413,0,6.52412351069902

5,0,0 

 

   Table 12: Classes in a sample set of Cluster. 

Cluster Number List of Classes 

ClusterNumber18 org.apache.solr.response:NaNFloatWriter 

org.apache.solr.response:ResponseWriterUtil 

org.apache.solr.response:RubyWriter 

org.apache.solr.response:PythonWriter 

ClusterNumber94 

 

org.apache.solr.search.grouping.distributed.responseprocessor:Searc

hGroupShardResponseProcessor 

org.apache.solr.search.grouping.distributed:ShardResponseProcesso

r 

org.apache.solr.search.grouping.distributed.responseprocessor:Top

GroupsShardResponseProcessor 
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ClusterNumber142 

 

org.apache.solr.search:CursorMark 

org.apache.solr.schema:EnumField 

org.apache.solr.schema:DateField 

org.apache.solr.response:BinaryResponseWriter 

org.apache.solr.schema:PointType 

org.apache.solr.request:SimpleFacets 

org.apache.solr.schema:TextField 

org.apache.solr.schema:AbstractSpatialFieldType 

org.apache.solr.parser:SolrQueryParserBase 

org.apache.solr.schema:PreAnalyzedField 

ClusterNumber32 

 

org.apache.solr.highlight:DefaultEncoder 

org.apache.solr.highlight:SolrEncoder 

org.apache.solr.highlight:HtmlEncoder 

org.apache.solr.spelling:ResultEntry 

ClusterNumber62 

 

org.apache.solr.search:ExportQParserPlugin 

org.apache.solr.search:ReRankQParserPlugin 

org.apache.solr.parser:QueryParserTokenManager 

org.apache.solr.search:CollapsingQParserPlugin 

org.apache.solr.core:Config 

 

 Table 10, Table 11, Table 12 are the statistics and the features of Solr Project in Approach 

1, 2 and hybrid. Matched means the feature is matched with the manual analysis and new means 

that the feature is newly identified by the automated analysis. It is evident that the hybrid 

approach has a minimum number of feature set when compared to the other two approaches. 

Table 13, Table 14 and Table 15 are the features in 3 different approaches. 

Table 13: Features in Approach 1 

Feature Matched/New 

Augmenter New 

Customizer New 

Collector New 

Descriptor New 

Directory New 

Suggest Matched 

Lucene New 

Filter New 

Result New 

Analysis matched 

Servlet New 

Builder New 

Client matched 

Transform New 

Embedded New 

Update matched 

Snapshot New 

Closer New 

blockcache New 

Distance New 

Scanner New 

Input New 

Lookup New 
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Function matched 

Type New 

Trie New 

Config New 

Writer matched 

Processor matched 

Parser matched 

Spelling New 

Reader New 

Values New 

Resource New 

Endresulttransformer New 

Cloud matched 

Sortable New 

Field New 

Component Matched 

Delegate New 

Store New 

Base New 

Join New 

Strategy New 

Named New 

Analyzed New 

Utils New 

Boundary New 

Cache Matched 

Merge New 

Facet Matched 

Source New 

Handler Matched 

Overseer New 

Hash New 

Plugin New 

Fragments New 

Spell matched 

Options New 

Number New 

Core New 

Internal new 

Highlight matched 

Bucket new 

concurrent new 

Frag new 

Election new 

connection New 

Grouping New 

Prim New 

Stream New 

Command matched 

Stats New 

Serialized New 

List New 

server New 

factory New 

util New 

Logging New 

Parse matched 

Request New 

Output New 

Encoder New 

Loader matched 

Pivot new 

Schema new 

Direct new 

response matched 

facets new 

search matched 

ordered new 

histogram new 

printer new 

rest new 

version new 

query matched 

context new 

params new 
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Table 14: Features in Approach 2 

Feature Matched/New 

Collector New 

Locator New 

next New 

directory New 

count New 

script New 

func Matched 

filter New 

result New 

multi New 

transformer New 

builder New 

node New 

update Matched 

formatter New 

scanner New 

float New 

lookup New 

type New 

solr matched 

config New 

writer matched 

processor matched 

parser matched 

readable New 

delimiter New 

values New 

resource New 

entry New 

block New 

names New 

sortable New 

leader New 

field New 

file New 

mark New 

delegate New 

store New 

compare New 

weight New 

shard New 

less New 

state New 

default New 

utils New 

cache matched 

facet matched 

persistent New 

overseer New 

handler matched 

hash New 

group New 

sort New 

buffer New 

property New 

description New 

size New 

highest New 

wait New 

options New 

break New 

core New 

flush New 

groups New 

collection matched 

files New 

frag New 

string New 

instance New 

copy New 

value New 

admin New 

counter New 

handle matched 

fields New 

delete New 

queue New 

write matched 

name New 

code New 

stream New 

properties New 

analyzer New 
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stats New 

engine New 

offset New 

list New 

content New 

null New 

collapse New 

signature New 

cores New 

fragmenter New 

factory New 

scores New 

index matched 

close New 

slice New 

parse matched 

read New 

request New 

info New 

counts New 

grouped New 

selector New 

cumulative New 

managed New 

suggester New 

encoder New 

searcher New 

boost matched 

pivot New 

schema New 

reset New 

response matched 

facets New 

create New 

path New 

docs New 

version New 

score New 

query matched 

check matched 

context New 

params New 

commit New 

 Table 15: Comparison of features from manual and automated analysis 

Feature Matched/New 

builder  New 

cache  Matched 

close  New 

collector  New 

config  New 

context  New 

core  New 

delegate  New 

directory  New 

encoder  New 

facet  Matched 

factory  New 

field  New 

filter  New 

frag  New 

group  New 

handler  Matched 

hash  New 

list  New 

lookup  New 

name  New 

option  New 

overseer  New 

param  New 

parse  Matched 

parser  Matched 

pivot  New 

processor  Matched 

query  Matched 

request  New 

resource  New 

response  Matched 

result  New 

scanner  New 

schema  New 
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score  New 

sortable  New 

stat  New 

store  New 

stream  New 

type  New 

update  Matched 

util  New 

value  New 

version  New 

writer  Matched 

 Table 16 below shows the comparison of manual analysis with the automated analysis. 

Perfect match means the feature is identified and the other word is also identified as a part of 

feature variant. Partial match means only a part of the manual analysis feature is identified. No 

match means the feature is not identified in automated process. 

Table 16: Manual analysis comparison 

service client  noMatch 

query handler  partialMatch 

query component  partialMatch 

query suggest  perfectMatch  

query spell Checking  partialMatch 

query cluster  partialMatch 

query highlighting  partialMatch 

query facete  partialMatch 

run index query 

command  

partialMatch 

query parser  perfectMatch  

solr parameter  noMatch 

response writer  perfectMatch 

query 

spatial/geospatial 

search 

partialMatch  

query MoreLikeThis  partialMatch 

query term reporting 

and analysis  

partialMatch 

query statistic 

collection  

partialMatch 

query nosql feature  partialMatch 

query function query  perfectMatch 

query query 

boosting/elevation  

partialMatch 

solrcloud  noMatch 

update handler  perfectMatch 

update loader  partialMatch 

update command  perfectMatch 

update processor  perfectMatch 

update extract 

PDF/Word  

partialMatch 

query analysis  partialMatch 

update post tool  partialMatch 

cache  perfectMatch 

Other interesting statistics found in the entire process is the number of classes in the K-

Means clustering depicted in Figure 35. One of the smallest sized clusters, which has 1 class, is 

cluster 118 and the class is PreAnalyzedUpdateProcessor. The average number of classes across 
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different clusters is 4.36. The maximum classes is 18 which is in cluster number 20.The classes 

in component 20 are org.apache.solr.search:JoinQParserPlugin, 

org.apache.solr.search:PrefixQParserPlugin,org.apache.solr.search:ComplexPhraseQParserPlu

gin,org.apache.solr.search:SurroundQParserPlugin,org.apache.solr.search:RawQParserPlugin, 

org.apache.solr.search:DisMaxQParserPlugin,org.apache.solr.search:OldLuceneQParserPlugi

n,org.apache.solr.search:LuceneQParserPlugin,org.apache.solr.search:FunctionQParserPlugin,

org.apache.solr.search:SpatialBoxQParserPlugin,org.apache.solr.search:SpatialFilterQParserP

lugin,org.apache.solr.search:ExtendedDismaxQParserPlugin,org.apache.solr.search:TermsQP

arserPlugin,org.apache.solr.search:TermQParserPlugin,org.apache.solr.search:MaxScoreQPar

serPlugin,org.apache.solr.search.join:BlockJoinParentQParserPlugin,org.apache.solr.search.jo

in:BlockJoinChildQParserPlugin,org.apache.solr.search:FunctionRangeQParserPlugin. Most 

of the classes which have plugin are grouped together in cluster 20. 

 

Figure 35: Number of classes in each cluster 
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The entire process is automated and hence no manual intervention is required. For Big 

data processing, Apache Spark [15] is a generalized and super-fast engine. It has been fully 

utilized to achieve a more scalable solution for handling large scale open source projects. This 

approach results in much lesser time for the analysis of code bases, compared to the manual 

analysis approach. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

7.1 Overview 

 This chapter gives the conclusion of the thesis research in section 7.2 and the limitations 

of this approach in section 7.3 and the future work that is the possible expansion of the research 

in section 7.4. 

7.2 Conclusion 

 As a case study illustrating the automatic discovery of components and features of 

Apache-Solr, we demonstrated the accuracy and scalability of our proposed model compared 

with manual evaluation by software architecture experts as a baseline. The entire process is 

automated and hence no manual intervention is required. For Big data processing [8], Apache 

Spark, which is a generalized and super-fast engine, has been fully utilized to achieve a more 

scalable solution for handling large scale open source projects. The automated recovery of the 

feature list of Apache Solr is compared against the manual analysis of the same and the results 

show that, most of the features were accurately identified and many new features were newly 

discovered, which was not possible during the manual analysis. Similarly the component 

detection of the Apache Hadoop HDFS system is compared against an already existing 

approach, which proved that the currently proposed algorithm is much more precise in 

identifying the feature based components. As it is evident from the above, the manual analysis 

of the system might not be possible to identify the hidden topics, this approach helps in 

component identification and feature discovery efficiently. 
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7.3 Limitation 

 The approach for component identification and feature discovery presented in this thesis 

is currently restricted for analysis of Java based projects. The main assumption of this approach 

is that the identifiers written in the program are meaningful, conveying the purpose of the class 

or the method. It is assumed that the identifiers provide some functional information about the 

entity. Another important assumption is that the programming standard follows the naming 

convention by camel case methodology.  

 

7.4 Future Work 

 In future, we are planning to get more accuracy for the results using the various filtering 

techniques. This research can still be extended to get more meaningful information from code 

base like the libraries used and external interaction. The algorithms used in this thesis are mainly 

unsupervised learning techniques, it can be extended with supervised learning approaches. This 

thesis mainly focuses on the component identification part and hence identifying the connectors 

can be the next step for architecture recovery process. 
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